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PROOF TO GOD EXISTENCE
Sheikh “Muhammad Abduh” (1849-1905) the Head of the Islamic Verdict body (mufti) in Egypt
& most Islamic countries in his time wrote that Islam advocates humans to believe in GOD
EXISTENCE based on mindful & logical proof & evidence. Quran alerts the human mind to look
at the universe creation & system accuracy & organization & sequence which logically
concludes that this universe should be having a maker who is all powerful , all knowing, all wise
Quran cites challenging scientific evidences that were known only several centuries after the
Prophet message , Q 21;30
???????? ???? ????????? ???????? ????? ????????????? ??????????? ???????? ???????
???????????????? ? ??????????? ???? ???????? ????? ?????? ????? ? ??????? ???????????
translation “Have those who disbelieved not considered that the heavens and the earth were a
joined entity, and We separated them and made from water every living thing? Then will they
not believe?”——-, this is in addition to several other verses revealing universe signs.
Quran asks people to look & meditate at universe signs to find the proof of GOD existence
Q7;185
???????? ????????? ??? ????????? ????????????? ??????????? ????? ?????? ???????? ???
??????
translation “Do they not look into the realm of the heavens and the earth and everything that
Allah has created” Also Q 36;33
??????? ??????? ????????? ??????????? ?????????????? ????????????? ??????? ??????
???????? ???????????
translation” And a sign for them is the dead earth. We have brought it to life and brought forth
from it grain/fruit , and from it they eat”——-. Also Q30;22
?????? ???????? ?????? ????????????? ??????????? ???????????? ??????????????
??????????????? ? ????? ??? ??????? ???????? ???????????????
translation “And of His signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth and the diversity of
your languages and your colors. Indeed in that are signs for those of knowledge.”
ALLAH to prove us his ONENESS has also maintained the same mindful & logical approach
when talking about the skies & earth creation Q21;22
???? ????? ???????? ??????? ?????? ???????? ???????????
translation “Had there been within the heavens and earth gods besides Allah, they both would
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have been ruined” ——–.Also Q23;91
??? ???????? ???????? ??? ?????? ????? ????? ?????? ???? ???????? ? ????? ?????????
????? ???????? ????? ?????? ????????? ?????????? ?????? ?????? ? ????????? ????????
?????? ????????? translation “Allah has not taken any son, nor has there ever been with Him
any deity. [If there had been], then each deity would have taken what it created, and some of
them would have sought to overcome others. Exalted is Allah above what they describe
[concerning Him].”——
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